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Top 10 of UNCSA...

mmum

Free time without a car results in

frequent trips to Camino Bakery

7)30= Meal Exchange time
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#onlyhere #UNCSAprobz

^ Mugs filled with

^ ~
caffeinated drinks are a

O . staple

Free food from ’The Listening Post’ on Arts

To go cups that extend

short lunch breaks

at Goodwill
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Peer Leader, Kay lynne Leyy ett
,
and Ms. Terri

Stanley are working their daily "desk shifts."

Crew members, Sophie Chevallier and Emily

Simpson
,
work diligently to finish some last

minute crew decorations.

*' ,:v

Cultivating Creativity is the theme for the

2012-2013 school year.

Crew member Emma Whitlock and Peer Leader Nick

O'Leary strike a pose before retuning back to their

work.
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Peer Leaders, Sydel Fisher, Katie Doctor, and

Kaylynne Leggett
,
work hard to finish the

Sanford 2 hall decorations.

JO

Sanford 2 shows off their Hippy Love with

their colorful hall decorations.

m*. v,i

It looks like crew member
,
Emma

Whitlock, was having a little too much

fun during Pl/Crew week.

Crew Member, Noah Granger, practices his

game face before the dance.

Chelsea Bednar
,
Audrey Bay

,
McKenzie Cornish

and Jessie Cobb strike a pose in the psychedelic

lighting of the Halloween dance.

Peer Leaders, Annalise Senkowski and Mariah

Reives, are ready to start the new school year.
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Things to remember
about 2012-2013
iPhone Nation

§



President Obama's

Re-election

The Harlem Shake Macklemore

The death of Neil

Armstrong
The Nutella Song
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Many thanks to John Mauceri,

UNCSA Chancellor and good
luck in your future endeavors!

As the Chancellor of UNCSA, John Mauceri

has helped our school attain $45 million to

construct four new buildings, added the word

'University' to our school's name and

increased opportunities for students to

collaborate with renown performers in their

fields.

Mr. Mauceri with the ONCSA fighting pickle mascot
Mr. Mauceri conducting an orchestra

John Mauceri has worn many hats during his successful

career as the music director of the American Symphony

Orchestra, co-producer of "On Your Toes' and a professor

at Yale University. He is the Founding Director of the

Hollywood Bowl Orchestra and Music Director of Walt

Disney's Legacy Series Concerts.
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We will miss you, Ms. Moss!
Thank you for everything you
have done at UNCSA!

Ms, M oss smiles a farewell!

Ms. Moss has taught U.S. History for

twenty years at UNCSA. She has been

a wonderful mentor and teacher to the

high school students. She has always

supported us in our dedication to the

arts. Her kindness and generosity will

be dearly missed. Ms.M oss and students gather to sag goodbye!

Ms. Moss teaching the students

about the Jim Crow era

Ms. Moss will always brighten your day

with a smile and a funny historical

anecdote!

Hf
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Teacherisnns
teaching doHug % a

Mr. Pfefferkorn

Most likelg to offer student

tutoring during in apocalgpse.

Ms. Greer

Most likelg to speak philosophical^

about an apocalypse.

Dr. Haiijh



Ms. Lane

Most likelg to extend the due

date until the end of the world.

Mr. B

Most likelg to

analyze the

environmental impact

of an apocalgpse.

Ms. Schneider

Most likelg to bring us Camino during

an apocalgpse. Mr. Milner
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Residence Life Staff

Id keeping with this gear’s theme of “Cultivating

Creativity the residence life staff takes their version

of a holida
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o ween

Above
,
Alex and Phil embrace while building

gingerbread houses.

Lower right, Ambi and Phil take part in "Keep

Winston'Salem Beautiful."

Below
,

Phil serves pancakes at the pancake study

break. ^

^
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McKenzie Cornish and Becca McLaachlan

strike a pose.

Elizabeth Barnhouse,

Kiglgnue Leggett, Mikay la

Clemenger
,

Mikaels Laxton

,

and Connor Speetjens enjoy a

meal at the Cat.

Kate Puffy
,

Angela

Presto
,

and Olivia

Arendt sign out for a

night os the town.

Res Life

Isabel Relies
,

Copeland

Byars
,

Gina

Barnhouse
,

and friends

show their creativity in

the study room.

A handful of pals gather

in the meeting room for

some good ol* fashion

fan.

Caitly n Mendicino and

Maggie Seavey engage in

Ali Well
,
Maddie Larsen

,
and

Adriana Greaves paint...
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upcoming exams

Some Sanford 2 residents wrap

presents for the less fortunate at the

Operation Christmas Child Social.

;ocRieil serving cookie

like nohodu’s business

A group of students gather in the gallery

for a fun social with lots of food.

omies

Ali Webb attemps to share her knowledge with



Cloze ARTS

Chelsea Bedmr mi

Cameras Fillisgaae

conquer the

vorli...or at least

Close Arts.

Claire Kendall
,
Just heisf Claire.

Rifht: Heih

Graiijer, reach far

the stirs!

Below! Chelsea

Beiiar ail Isaiah

Cecil, VOGUE?

Emma it! awauoc

Emma

Whitlock ani

Elizabet

Pnksto
\
that's

friendship



colorful on the

inside and oat

Hollis Ere
j
showing off her

hangee shills.

Shelhg Finnic nnd Samantha Griffin

flash a smile after a dag of fanWyatt Peterson

and Charlotte

Harrison . true

Anneiise Senhowski,

sunglasses model?

/

1
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’Jamir and WoJIie sliare a special moment.

Belle's Castle

was an
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Rebecca McLaughlin
,
and Sophie Chetaljior are proud to be Americans,

HANE? STUDENT COMMONS

Brodie Wray ,
Holey Miller

,
and some other old folks smile in front of £ ello'iCistle.

•Emma Whitlock asd’Hollis Eve’y smi’le for the camera with their buds,

A happy prom group poses'before heading off campus

PCbnr s night of friends', food, and fun,

Wit! Diion and Ben Keoseyan looking spiffy.
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The Commuter-
Tribe
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ARTS!

ARTS!

ARTS!

ARTS!

ARTS! ARTS! ARTS!

S
‘

artists say!

'How mang Advil can you tike in a dag?'

'Can we just mark it?’

'What studio are we in?'

'Just ice it.'

'Have gou cheeked the boards?"

'Pitches be erazg'

'Mg face is dead'

'Definitelg sounded better

in the practice room'

'ANOTHER encore?!'

SldV iSldV iSldV

ARTS!

ARTS!

ARTS!

ARTS!



ARTS!

ARTS!

ARTS!

ARTS!

ARTS ! ARTS ! ARTS!

Pam Griffin the legend

GLITTER

VA Svif

...meow...

i Slavi siav
i siav
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Orchestra
So PerffL.Hour

Curie and Emily

Let's jazz it up!
iookin cute.

Sean iD the
P
Iac ti ce room as usual.
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Everyone loves Josh.
fl, e adventures of Rachel and Nick.

ZaDDie. you should meter.

Can you Handel it?

Foxy ladies.

I Noah guy.

All that sax

talk is gonna

get us in

treble

uhhhh bai.

Dan
,
the rad man.

Play Hard
33



In the Spotli

l ) \ '< 1

Camille Bergin prepaxing\for National [Trumpet Competition in Perfurtnance iiour ,

;o the Jia Quartet

^'jin tomtio s|iees u| e

irass Quintets.



Hannah and Austin gettin' intimate

In the
. -i ; ,

• -r> .

~>j



Kenya and Noah bout to go crazy in a practice room

Fierce
• Star status right the

Friendzzz 4ever.

Daniel Simms has a taste for the Trombone.

Play
Ley Da Beery on her way to class
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The members of the Jia String Quartet are like family. IJia translates to home,!

Love
i

Nico and Paul Joyner and Sam showing some love Why so serious Sean?
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VA II Family painting the gallery for the panels

Chelsea Bednar Hair flip

Found object bug iraprov. Spider - Zoe Swindell Bee - Rachel Pendergrass



A picture full of weirdos
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A

enthusiasm in

sculpture class

Self portrait by Chase Greene

The beginning of a beautiful journey

Chase Greene and Adam Dehus are best friends together forever

Student enjoying their field trip to Penland School of Craft,
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Adam Debus knows he's precious

Chase and Allison show off their pretty smile

Olivia Huntley loving life through the camera lens

Charlie Lawson Sharing his love



Ballet
Between injuries and late night rehearsals

,
the ballet world

is hard to survive. A dance bag becomes a dancer's number one

survival hit. Take a look into these dancers' bags to discover

the tricks and tools they use to shine each dag

.

Maren Schmidt, Emily DeVito and Morgan Wilkins share a laugh while

stretching before a long dag of classes.

Mario Kelleg and Alejandro Mojica rehearse The

Nutcracker ’Russian" dance.

Annelise Senkowski works on her arabesque.

Fointe shoes, a tennis ball, several skirts and a theraband

can all be found in Emmalle George's dance bag.

Tara Schiphof
,
Sophie Scott, Emaline Ward, Mara

Goodbecker
,
Alex a Rose and Gabrielle Lewis pose for a

picture before going to battle the Mouse King.

Haley Miller cambres back in technique class.
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BL3 works hard in an adagio combination during technique class.

W gatt Peterson tries to

snatch Kate Duffg in The

Nutcracker 'Mirliton Dance."

Mckenzie Cornish and

Audrey Bay show off their

dance bag contents

,

which include pointe shoes

and perfume.

Partnering class shenanigans with Annelise Senkowski,

Kate Duffy
,
Alejandro Mojica

,
Jesse Newman and

Robin Self

Abby Cockrell

rehearses the "Sugar

Plum Pas de Deux."
Students learn the'Bluebird Variation’ from Sleeping Beauty.
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Contemporary

Survival for these dancers entails technique

classes
,
ballet classes

,
partnering

,

numerous rehearsals

Michaela Hoelldobier and Kaglgnne Leggett warm up before

performing in "Fall Dance.

Connor Speetjens glams up before Fall Dance,

Kaitlgn Burke, Kaglgnne Leggett, Connor Speetjens, Mariah Reives and
Baileg Reese and Kaitlgn Burke pose for a

Yoshiko Iwai prepare for their composition showings

.

picture before their "M2 Partita" performance.



Chelsey Rowan in' Emerging Choreographers Showcase" piece

"More Matter
,
Less Art."

"Emerging Choreographers Showcase piece "Laila Tov Motefe

[Goodnight Babgl."

M2

Partita

45
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Maxner shire a

moment.

Below! Wade Hollom
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Brec shows off her smile during class

Alley, Joshua

Ilgeier, Nicholas

Bowden, Teresa

Cone, Gabrielle

Davis, Katherine

Dodds, Kaitlin

Foley, Sarah

Goebelbecker, Mara

Jung, Ryan



Lewis, Gabhelle

Malawsky, Daniel

Mitchell, Elizabeth

Monroe, Emily

Newlin, Madeline

Puppo, Carissa

Rose, Alexa

Schiphof, Tara

Schippel, Kourtnee

jy

n &

I

TV -- •

,

‘Bra
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Scott, Sophie

Self, Robin

Shim, Curie

Smith, Peter

; 'Smith, Sarah

Sykes, Tyrone

Ward, Emeline

Watson, April

Yang, Sarah
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THE MANY FACES
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Sophomores

during their lunch break.

Bain, Meredith

Beery, Leyna

Bender, Emerald

Bergin, Camille

Byars, Copeland

Chae, Soo Ji

Cooper, Marcus

Derienzis, Sophia

Duffy, Katherine
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Gelpi, Grace

George, Emmalie

Haddock, Margaret

Hong, Joanne

Ishige, Sumire

Jones, Timothy

Kelley, Mario

Larsen, Madeleine

Leak, Rayven

Ali Webb
,
Emmalie George

,
and Kate Duffy

are ready to party at the Valentine's Dance.

Sue Ishige, Sophia DeRienzis
,
Mikaela Laxton and

Taylor Railton prepare for the wintry weather outside

and hope for a delay in the morning.

The BL3 s feast on Dewey s to celebrate Ali

Webb's birthday.
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Mojica, Alejandro

Moore, Jordan

Railton, Taylor

Roberson, Schuyler

Rodriguez La Haie,

Nicholas

Romaine, Joseph

Rowan, Chelsey

Ruprecht, Elizabeth

Savage, Sarah

Kayla Rite, Chelsey Rowan
?
Taylor Railton and

Sue Ishige show off their muffin making skills.

Julian Smart and Clare Yu take a group

photo before performing in a concert.60



Senkowski, Annelise

Sessoms, Paul

Smart, Julian

Sterne, Collin

Valenzuela, Dominique

Webb, Alexandra

Wilson, Claire

Yu, Clare

Annelise Senkowski, Ali Webb, Emmalie George and Jesse Newman

discover their inner 'Mirliton' no matter what their costume is

.

Paul Sessoms had the need to dress classy

Kate Duffy and Camille Bergin show

their Halloween spirit by dressing up as



Juniors

!

Right, a group of

girls celebrate

just how nice it

is to be juniors on

a sunny dag !

Arendt, Olivia

Baldwin, Madison

Bamhouse, Gina

Bay, Audrey

Cemy, Natalie

Church, Hannah

Ciociola, Elizabeth

Cohen, Georgia

Cornish, Mckenzie

Darnell, Mikaela

Davis, Frances

Direnfeld, Jade

Left! Lili Figott. Katie Doctor,

Adriana Greaves, Olivia

Arendt, and Georgia Cohen enjoy

dinner downtown

.

Right Margaret Larson, Hannah Bennett,

and Hayley Vinson smile up on fourth floor

.
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Doctor, Katherine

Dodds, Michael

Fleshman, Taylor

Foster, Mary

Geier, Brittany

Greaves, Adriana

Greene, William

Harder, Hannah

Healy, Mimi

Hilliard, William

Horn, Ella

Horsley, Forest

Howerton, Thomas

Huberman, Ethan

Huesman, Sarah

Huntley, Olivia

Left * Ashley Whittle and Victoria Fan

are cheery despite their busy schedules

.

Right' Megan Simmons,

Gina Bar nhouse r and

William Hilliard catch up in

the hallway between classes



Iwai,;-'¥o'sftiko^

Kendall, Claire

Klenzak, Audrey

Kulwicki, Abigail ,

i l ->v.

LarsoiV jfe

i^rffeldtfRdhert f

Lupiani, Gabriel
Hr> ;

LL«l£ert, Sydney

Mann; Elizabeth
‘

^^pwartin, Camilla

Mcfalls, Laura

Mcvoy, Ian

\ Mendicino, Caitlyn

Left, LiLi Figott expresses: her Ion

of coal in Chemistry class !

Right, Hayley Vinson

and Gabriel Luciani

strike a pose !



Moiiint. Hriet^

Newman, Jesse

O'bpfen, Pierce

iranda >;

evic, Sabrina

Reives, Mariah

Rice, Kayla

Rogowskey, Sarah

Schmidt, Maren

Seavey , Margaret

Serban, Beatrice!5?

Simpson, Emily %.

Singletary, Stepha

session

Right, Ciaire Keiiall

pi Liz Ciociola get

b CoBnector !



Slattery, Merissa

Staton, Christopher

Superfine, Clara

Tanzer, Patricia

Valoris, Kylene

Vinson, Hayley

Whittle, Ashley

Wilcox, Alexander

Right, Olivia Arendt , Jennifer Xiao, Pierce

O'Brien, Hayley Vinson, and Maggie Seavey catch

up in the hallway between classes -

Below, Audrey Bay attacks Claire Kendall as she

works on her board

.

Below, Margaret Larson and Olivia Huntley express their

excitement on the bus to Penland School of crafts

.
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Wilkes-Kim, Dustin

Wilkins, Morgan

Xiao, Jennifer

Yoquelet, Kelsey

\ Zheng, Erich

Caitlyn Mendicino, Hannah Church,

and Maggie Seaveg enjog frozen gogurt

at Brgnn s !

Right, Morgan Wilkins and Brgar Loftfield

embrace before contemporary class !

Below, Kylene Valoris and Claire Kendall

cheese it up in Chemistry !
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Most likely to sleep through the Brittany Tyson
4

an<* ?
‘

Jesse SykesRacfte I N orri W yat
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Ben Keoseya!
Becca Neno^and Jeffrey Hail

Most likely to stick toge

u n t il the wot Id ends
Zoe Swindell and Bailey Powell

He

Qranger.and



Senior
Superlatives

Public School Edition. ..almost

Mick

O'Leary

and Sophie

Chevalier

Worst Case

of

yy Senioritis

Teddy Wilson and Minyan Diep

Biggest Diva

/ Most .Accident Prone

Mallory Doran and Allison Ubin

i'VVVVVVVVi
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Emma Factor and Leigha Sinnot

Q-OoooeU an

A° dr

BO^ B^
ertS

Cutest Couple

Sam Griffin and Wyatt Peterson
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Sarah Atkinson Alma Baker

"Don't think, do it by soul." -Kazuo Ohno.

Butch Master, Yokohama

Jessica Alexander

"If you don't know where you are going, any

road will get you there." - Lewis Carroll

Kristian Andrewson



Emani Barber Elizabeth Barnhouse

Chelsea Bednar Joseph Bodsford
"It is something that grows over time--a true friendship. A feeling in

the heart that becomes even stronger over time. The passion of

friendship will soon blossom into a righteous power and through it,

you will know which way to go."



Mekayla Boswell Matthew Brigman

"The future belongs to those who believe in the

beauty of their dreams." -Eleanor Roosevelt

Joshua Brinegar Kylie Brown
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Sohee Bu Anna Bumgarner

"Where's a skeleton's favorite place to eat?"

Bonejangles

Kaitlyn Burke Whitney Burkes

"Wherever you go, no matter what the weather, always "Life is a beach, I'm just playing in the
bring your own sunshine." -Anthony J. D'Angelo sand." -Lil Wayne
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Ashley Canupp
"If you have inspiration without implementation, you

don't have a vision, you just have a daydream."

-Steven Furtick

Brendan Case
"There's no one really except the one contained within

us.That's why so many people live an unreal life. They take

images outside them for reality and never allow the world

within them to assert itself." -Herman Hesse

Sophie Chevallier

"Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and lean not

on your own understanding. In all your ways
acknowledge him and he shall direct your paths. -

Proverbs 3:5-6

Mikayla Clemenger

"For I know the plans I have for you, plans to

prosper you and not to harm you, plans to

give you hope and a future." -Jeremiah 23:1

1
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Carlie Coates Jessica Cobb
"Do the best you can until you know better. Then
when you know better, do better." -Maya Angelou

Abigail Cockrell Gregory Cook

"Let the world go to hell, but I shall have my tea."

-Fyodor Dosteovesky
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Gregory Cook Audrey Couch

"All our dreams can come true, if we have

the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney

Claire Cuthbert

"Soon now we shall go into the convulsion of the world,

out of history into history and into the awful

responsibility of Time."
-Robert Penn Warren, All the King's Men

Dionna Daniel
"Feet, what do I need you for when I have wings to fly?"

-Frida Kahlo

"Man cannot discover new oceans unless he has the courage

to lose sight of the shore."



Adam Dehus Emily Devito

"You either die a hero or live long enough to see

yourself become the villain." -Harvey Dent

Alden Devoe Minyan Diep

"Better to live to eat than to eat to live."



William Dixon Mallory Doran
"Life is a lot like surfing... When you get caught up in the

"I know myself and that is all." impact zone, you've got to just get back up. Because you

never know what may be over the next wave." -Bethany

Drake Duffer Keenan Edge

"I reject your reality and substitute my own." -Adam
Savage
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Madeline Edwards

"And when the wind does blow against the

grain, You must follow your heart" -City and

Colour

Briana Eilert

"Music is a higher revelation than all wisdom

and philosophy." -Ludwig Van Beethoven

Tiana Eovaldi Georgia Evans
"Taking one's chances is like taking a bath, because sometimes

you end up feeling comfortable and warm, and sometimes there

is something terrible lurking around that you cannot see until it

is too late and you can do nothing else but scream and cling to

a plastic duck." -Lemony Snicket 83



Hollis Evey Emma Factor

"If you can't laugh at yourself, life's gonna

seem a whole lot longer than you would like."

-Sam, Garden State

Corey Faircloth Shelby Finnie

"Don't gain the world and lose your soul, "Inspiration doesn't favor those who sit still, it

wisdom is better than silver and gold." dances with the daring."
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Sydel Fisher

"The best way to make your dreams

come true is to wake up."

-Paul Valery

Samir Gangwani
"Oh bliss! Bliss and heaven! Oh, music is gorgeousness and

gorgeousity made flesh. It's like a bird of rarest-spun heaven metal or

like silvery wine flowing in a spaceship, gravity all nonsense now. As I

slooshied, I knew such lovely pictures." -Anthony Burgess

Michelle Garbutt Evalyn Gibson

"NOT with a Fizzle, but with a BANG." "It means that you are a baboon, and I am
not." -Rafiki
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Bailey Gilliam Noah Granger

"Nobody wants to be here and

nobody wants to leave."

-Cormac McCarthy

Moyra GremEvan Gray
"You come of the Lord Adam ana the Lady Eve, and
that is both honour enough to erect the head of the

poorest beggar, and shame enough to bow the

shoulders of the greatest emperor on earth. Be
content." -Aslan
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Samantha Griffin Jessica Griggs

"As I look around, they don't do it like my
clique." -Kayne West

Jason Grimes

-Charlie Chaplin

Jeffrey Hall

"Many are the plans in a man's heart; nevertheless,

the counsel of the Lord, that shall stand."

-Proverbs 19:21



.

Ian Hedrick

"And now," cried Max, "let the wild rumpus

start."

Lillian Higgins

"People aim for the stars, and they end up like goldfish in a

bowl. I wonder if it wouldn't just be easier to teach children

that life is absurd." -Muriel Barbery

Michaela Hoelldobler

"Dream as if you'll live forever. Live as though

you'll die today."

Wade Hollomon
"Some nights I rule the world with stage lights

and pretty girls, but most nights I stay straight

and think about my Mom." -fun.
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Erika Hope Samantha Johnson

"I suppose it's like the ticking crocodile isn't it? "Thanks a heap, coyote ugly. This cactus-

Time is chasing after all of us." -J.M. Barrie gram stings even worse than your

abandonment."

Evellynn Karmi Taylor Kelley

"Many are the plans in a man's heart;

nevertheless the counsel of the Lord, that

shall stand." -Proverbs 19:21
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Benjamin Keoseyan Emily Krajewski

"Dadme el silencio, el agua, la Esperanza

Dadme la lucha, el hierro, losvolcanes."

-Pablo Neruda

Corentin Le Hir De Fallois Kaylynne Leggett

"We are the makers of music and the

dreamers of dreams." -Willy Wonka



Logan Ling Savanah Litten

"It's all about the inflection..."

Emma Lyon-Wilcox Aidan Lytle

"No Comment."
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L

Augustus Mcgrath Rebecca Mclauchlan
"You remind me of the main character from a book

that I just finished.. ..he died." "I didn't chose the thug life, the thug life

"Be a person who dances not a dancer who chose me."
persons."

Chessa Metz Emi Mizobuchi

"Just don't give up trying to do what you really

want to do. Where there is love and inspiration,

I don't think you can go wrong." -Ella Fitzgerald
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Mary Nieman Rachel Norris

"Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only

light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate;

only love can do that." -Martin Luther King Jr



Andrew O'donnell Nicholas O'leary
"The key to the mystery of a great artist is that for reasons

"If you don't blow, you gonna suck." unknown, he will give away his energies and his life just to make

-Kai-Yun Lu sure that one note follows another.. .and leaves us with the feeling

that something is right in the world." -Leonard Bernstein

Zachary Osinski Alexandra Owens

"Worry is like a rocking chair; it'll give you

something to do, but it won't get you

anywhere." -Anonymous
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Rachel Pendergrass

"Their words mostly noises/ Ghosts with just

voices/ Your words in my memory/ Are like

music to me."

Wyatt Peterson
"They are made particularly in the hope that the student who happens to be a

young person of talent and ability in art may no longer be caught between two

impossible choices; the one whether to gain a liberal education at the cost of

losing his creative habit, the other to sacrifice his liberal education in order to

gain an adequate training in art." - Ben Shaun

Bailey Powell Isaac Powell

"It is Beyonce's world. We are just living in

it." -Anderson Cooper
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Angela Presto Elizabet Puksto

"Attack life. It's going to kill you anyways." "Imperfection is beauty, madness is genius, and it's

better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely

boring." -Marilyn Monroe

Daniel Raderman
"It is far better to grasp the universe as it

really is than to persist in delusion, however
satisfying and reassuring." -Carl Sagan

_ u‘r ll/3>

Bailey Reese

"I can do all things through Christ who
strengthens me." -Philippians 4:13
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Amber Robinson Charles Robinson

"It is not the answer that enlightens, but the "Ross Roberts," - Ross Roberts
question." -Eugene tones

Jesse Richardson-Bull Ross Roberts
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Alexander Sadosky Chloe Sariego

"That's what I spend most of my time doing, "I'm just bein honest" -Outkast
breathing a lot. I like air." -John Frusciante

Taylor Ruff Hailey Russell
"Anything worth having is worth fighting for."

-Thomas Jefferson

"Success is not final, failure is not fatal; it is the

courage to continue that counts." - Winston Churchill
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Maura Scanlin Morgan Sellers

"When God pushes you to the edge, trust Him
fully because only two things can happen. Either

He will catch you when you fall or He will teach

Elise Sherron
"I think I should have no other mortal wants, if I could

always have plenty of music. It seems to infuse strength

into my limbs, and ideas into my brain. Life seems to go

on without effort, when I am filled with music."

-George Eliot

Daniel Simms
"I arise in the morning torn between a desire to

improve the world and a desire to enjoy the

world. This makes it hard to plan the day."

-E.B. White
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Savannah Singletary
"Those who hope in the Lord will renew their

strength. They will soar on wings like eagles; they

will run and not grow weary, they will walk and not

be faint." -Isaiah 40:31

Leigha Sinnott

"You're only given a little spark of madness
You musn't lose it." -Robin Williams

too

Erica Sloan
"The purpose of art is higher than art. What
we are really interested in are masterpieces

of humanity." -Alonzo King

Myra Snyder
"And this is how it works, you peer inside yourself, you

take the things you like, and try to love the things you

took. And then you take that love you made, and stick it

into someone else's heart, pumping someone else's

blood." -Regina Spektor



Connor Speetjens

"How does the Meadow flower its bloom unfold?

Because the lovely little flower is free down to its root,

and in that freedom bold." -William Wordsworth

Jesse Sykes
"Artists like cats, soldiers like dogs." -Desmond Morris

"Isn't it enough to see that a garden is beautiful without having

to believe that there are fairies at the bottom of it too?"

-Douglas Adams

Robert Temple Madison Thompson

Try not. Do or do not. There is no try. "Court dismissed. Bring in the dancing

lobsters!" -Judge Trudy
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Brittany Tyson Allison Ubinas

Three things will last forever: faith, hope,

and love and the greatest of these is !ove."

-1 Corinthians 13:13

Amber Wang Warren Weber



Meagan Wenk Raven Whitley
"So, OK, you're probably going 'Is this a Noxema
commercial or what?’ But seriously I actually have a

way normal life for a teenager."

Emma Whitlock Theodore Wilson

"Daisy: What kind of garden do you come from?

Alice: Oh I don't come from any garden?

Daisy: Do you suppose she's a wildflower?"

- Lewis Carroll

"The more powerful and original a mind, the

more it will incline towards the religion of

solitude."
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Brodie Wray Doyun Yoon
"Music is all around us; all we have

to do is listen."

Class of

2013
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Editor's Vision
We didn't want just another yearbook to put

on your shelf. So, we wanted to incorporate

specific things that made this year special,

things that you can look back on and

remember this year by. Our main focus was
the popular conspiracy theory that the world
was going to end Dec. 21, 2012. In case you
missed it. ..we survived. Hence, we give you
our yearbook from our hearts to yours.

Special thanks to our staff and Mr. Bo for

working so hard. Also, shoutout to Burke

Street Pizza for providing us with an

incentive to work hard and...

Survi ve
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All our love,

Mom and Dad

Erica Paige Sloa

You have the

intelligence, talent,

and poise to be a

leader.
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Emma Frances Factor

"It takes courage to grow up and

become who you really are."

ee cummings

Be brave, Emma, and always remember
how much you are loved. We are so

very proud of you.

Love,

Mom & Dad



Brodie Jo,

We are so proud of the young lady you are

We love you immensely, and are so glad

we've been blessed to share your journey

with you. As you take your next step,

remember that ail the world is your stage,

"...starting in 8 minutes!"

Papa, Mama, Kallie & Cheynie

"IT iS 0UR.CH0iCES

THAT SHOW WHAT

WE TRULY ARE, FAR.

MORE THAN OUR.

ABiLiTiES."

- J.K. ROWLING

REMEMBL-R,..

"WHEREVER.YOU ARE,

THERE, YOU SHALL BE."

- A VLHY Wist HAH

ngratulations
Georgia and Sam
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Kaylynne...You are the embodiment of beauty,

grace, and love. You are a miracle - sent to this

world to raise the standard. Who you are

PROVES that God is real. Live out LOUD!!

Elise "Zing" Grem

"May He give you the desire of your heart."

"Till rising and gliding out. .In the mystical moist

night-air.. .Look'd up in perfect silence at the

stars." - Walt Whitman
We love you so much! Love, Dad, Mom & Casey

Erika Morgan Hope

Your beauty, kindness, intelligence,

compassion and inspiring talents have

brought you to this moment. As you go

forward, we want you to know how very

proud and how much we love you!

Too!

Daddy and Momma
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Ashley Canupp

Your new adventure is about to begin.

We can’t wait to see where your

journey leads. We love you!

Dad, Mom, Elizabeth & Tori

Jeremiah 29:11

Congratulations

Zannie! Love -

Dad, Mom, and Sam

There is a morning inside you

waiting to burst open into Light.

~Rumi
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Andrew
O'Donnell

Wishing you a rainbow for sunlight

after showers—
Miles and miles of Irish smiles for

golden happy hours—
Shamrocks at your doorway for luck

and laughter, too—
And a host of friends that never ends

each day your whole life through!

You’ve brightened our life from day

one. You bring laughter and smiles to

all those around you. You make us

proud with your positive attitude, hard

work, and talent. We look forward

with happiness to your wonderful

future and all God has planned for

you. Love you so much, Mom & Dad
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Keenan G. Edge

Man, this year has been good. For

what I've seen of the world, I imagine

that this is among the most special of

places, and certainly contains some of

the most special people, who make life

here so worth living.

Thank you friends, thank you Mom
and Dad, Joan and Wesley, and Mr.

Maxner; had I been living in another

possible life and learned of this one
with all its various acquaintances, I

surely would have perished at that

instant. Or not, but something like that,

I guess. I guess. Anyway, thanks

everyone, I wish you all the best!

SAMSARA!
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Congratulations Kaitlyn!

May you always walk in sunshine,

may your wildest dreams come true.

We are so proud of you!

Love,

Daddy, Mommy, & Jacob

She always wanted to fly.

"...where is there a pilot foolhardy

enough to ignore his hunches? I am not

one. I could never tell where inspiration

begins and impulse leaves off. I

suppose the answer is in the outcome."

-Beryl Markham, West with the Night
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Bailey Gilliam

May you always have the passion and
determination to make your dreams
come true. We are so proud of you.

Never stop believing in yourself. You will

always have our love and support.

Mom and Dad

(Congratulations to our Bailey Bee

'Hr always Igicvt you'dgo far.

•_ OtiO/cb from all ofus - Cgrannt/y, Vnpa. ^Auntieg^ara. Ztnclc AhCart^ Ztne/e tirian, zAuntie Jzynuc. /
: Unde John. iAuntie %Mary, \Auntie Vena, lienee. (gamma, '-Annie, Jae£ Joe. and (ar/y •'



1Komainc>
LT)or'an

We cannot direct the wtneL, but we can

adjust the sails. We wishyou afantastic

voyage asyou sail intoyourfuture! Just

know that our lore willjollowyou always!

Our beautiful visual

artist! You create

beauty whereveryou
go! We are all so
very 'proud ofyou!

Love,

JVlom, Dad, Austin,

JVLarshall 3d
grandma.
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Benjamin

Keoseyan

"I took the one less

traveled by,And
that has made all

the difference."

-Robert Frost

Ben,

We are all so very

proud of you and

know you have a

bright future ahead!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Sam
and Jack

"I can do all things

through Christ who
strengthens me."

philippians 4:13

We can't wait to see what

the future holds for you.

We are so proud!

lsove.

Mom, f)ad & Addison

E

hf
1 \1!

1 ^ 4 i
‘ a
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Madeline Cannady Edwards
Follow your dreams as they lead you down life's path. Be
courageous and enjoy the journey. You deserve the best.

We love you and are so proud of you! Mom, Dad, &
Mary Lindsey

Congratulations!
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'Vv't> are ver\jjoroucCof the Cady you have
become, and we Cove you very much

.
QocC

has a great planfor you; gofor it andCCet

nothing holdyou bach.

Love,

your Crazy family

CMekayCa XeCani

...remember
who

you
are...

Rachel, time has passed by so quickly. We are

so proud of you. Cannot wait to see where your

life heads now. You have no fear, you know your

path. Make the world yours. Mom, Dad, and Jon

Jessica Marie Alexander

"To dance is to be out of yourself.

Larger, more powerful.

This is power, it is glory on earth and it

is yours for the taking"

- Agnes de Mille

Congratulations, Jessica!

Keep following your Dreams.

With Love, Mom Dad & Ben
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Carlie Coates

Dream Big, Go For It!!!

Our sweet Carlie, We are so proud of you!!! On August

25th, 1995 we were given a second precious gift, which

was you. We have been blessed with the most wonderful

daughter ever. Life will offer you many opportunities. Be
strong in your faith, believe in yourself and go where your

heart leads. We love you, Mom, Dad, and Chip.
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Jilian Mikayla Clemenger
To our princess, there are no words to describe the

blessing that you are to us. With everyday that passes we
watch you grow into a godly young lady. You have a heart

that is always giving and loving. We can't wait to see what
God has planned for you, we are so proud to call you our

daughter! We love you! Jeremiah 29:11

hope anchors the Soul
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Congratulations

Morgan Sellers

"Samsara 2013"

Thank you for all the joy you bring to

our lives - the last 18 years has been

an incredible journey!! Your

dedication and strong determination

and the chances you have taken have

been unbelievable!! Your passion for

performing shines through each and

every time you are on stage and fills

our hearts with great pride. Always

remember to depend on God in every

decision that you make. We will

always support you and be by your

side. Dream Big, Laugh Loud and

Love Often!!

Love you,

Dad, Mom and Johana
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Samantha Tanis Griffin

Baby Girl. ..we remember the first day at

UNCSA Preparatory program and have

watched you grow into a beautiful

dancer. Simply put. .we are so very

proud and love you more than words can

express. -Mama & Dad



WILL DIXON, UNCSA 2009-201

3

Will,

We are all so proud of you and of how you have used your

God-given gifts and talents to glorify Him. You have

worked so hard and accomplished so much. We are

excited to see what God has in store for you next!

Lots of Love, Dad & Mom, Brant, Jay, Luke &Ty

Psalm 118:8
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liana Eovaldi

Ku’u lani hoku, ‘oe ‘ale ku’u kumulipo

me ka malama. Au pono ‘oe

moe’uhane me ke ho’omo’o. Ku’u

pono I ou no ho me ka hau’ole me ka

hau’oli.

My heavenly star, you have brought

light into our lives. We hope you

always follow your dreams and find

happiness.

Uccello Canoro

Exodus 15:2
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Whitney Nicole Burkes

We knew the day you arrived that you

were blessed with an infectious enthu-

siasm for life, love, and laughter. Your

adventures so far have helped you find

peace, confidence and compassion. Go
forth now and share it with the world.

We loveyou forever
;

Mom and Stevie



CONGRATULATIONS
LOGAN LING

“Be an optimist: Someone who figures that

taking a step backward after taking a step

forward is not a disaster, it’s a cha-cha.”

Robert Brault

I love you.

Congratulations!

Momma
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Sophie Elise

Chevallier

C
*

Congratulations! We love you!

-Mom & Dad, Kayla, Maddie, Eli

and Micah UNCSA

foLLow ijcn/*r dn
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Keenan Glenn Edge

Watching you grow into the man you are

today has been an adventure and a

privilege. It’s only just begun, hasn’t it?

Don't give up and don't forget, you can

always change your mind. We love you

and we are all proud of you.

Dad, Mom, Joan and Wesley.
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DAD'S MUSICMIX FORZACK

1. IX THE PALM OFYOURHAND-ALLISONKRAUSS
2. FOREATRYOUNG-RODSTEWART
3. 1 HOP! YOU DANCE-LEEANNE WOMACK
4. UNWRITTEN-NATASHA BEDDINGFIELD
5. NEVER ALONE—DROPKICKMURPHYS
6. GET UP, STAND UP-BOB MAULEY
7. TO EE OFYOURLIFE-GREEN DAY
8. THE RAMBLIN’ ROAER
9. GOD BLESS THE U.S.A-LEE GREENWOOD
10. B.ALL.AD OF THE GREEN BERET-BARRY S.ADLER

COMPILED FOR ZACK BY DAD-ILOAE YOU BIDDY
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Shelby Nicole Finnie

Shelby,

What an amazing journey you have

had since entering UNCSA in the 8th

grade.These past 5 years you have

worked so hard to become the

beautiful dancer you are today.You
have a special gift that makes you

shine on stage and you bring tears to

my eyes every time you perform. You
are such a beautiful person inside

and out and we are so proud of you!

Never stop following your dreams!

Love you with all our hearts!

Love,

Mom, Joe, Kyle, Vance, Macy, and

Dad

UNCSA

CAT’S CRADLE
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